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Abstract Two papers in this special issue of Cold Spring HarborMolecular Case Studies on
Mosaicism throw light on an interesting conundrum in mosaic disorders. This conundrum
centers on thresholds for the definition of mosaic disorders and how to reconcile the incred-
ible inter- and intrapatient variability of mosaic disorders with the clinical imperative to have
clear and distinct categorical diagnoses.

The first is a paper on “Bockenheimer disease” by Sudduth et al. (2021), which provides one
interesting example. A clinical entity described by Bockenheimer in 1907 is said to comprise
“… a venous malformation (VM) involving most of the length of an extremity with all tissue
planes affected (i.e., skin, subcutis, muscle, bone).” Sudduth et al. studied nine individuals
that fit this clinical description and found the TEK (formerly known as TIE2) c.2740C>T
p.(Leu914Phe) variant in the mosaic state in all nine individuals. This discovery demonstrates
that Bockenheimer disease, which is mosaic, is allelic to multiple cutaneous and mucosal ve-
nous malformations MCMVM, MIM 600195, which is the constitutional disorder caused by
variants in TEK.

The second is a paper on an entity called cerebrofacial vascular metameric syndrome
(CVMS; but which also has the eponyms of Bonnet–Dechaume–Blanc and Wyburn–
Mason) by Sheppard et al. (2021). In that work, CVMS is defined as vascular malformations
in at least two of three adjacent zones: brain, orbit, and face. Sheppard et al. studied three
individuals with this presentation and found that all of them had one of three well-known
somatic gain-of-function variants in PIK3CA. This makes CVMS allelic to a range of disorders
associated with PIK3CA-activating variants, both constitutional and mosaic.

Although the etiologies of these two phenotypes are solved, the studies from Sudduth
and Sheppard raise yet other questions—what exactly is “Bockenheimer disease,” and
how is it distinct fromMCMVM?What exactly is CVMS and how is it distinct fromCLAPO syn-
drome (613089), CLOVE syndrome (612918), cerebral cavernous malformations 4 (155,500),
and megalencephaly-capillary malformation-polymicrogyria syndrome (602,501)? Inter-
estingly, the authors of these two publications came to different conclusions on this
question.

Sudduth et al. (2021) in their manuscript define “Bockenheimer disease” as a venousmal-
formation that “(1) affects most of the length of an extremity and (2) extends from the skin to
the bone.” It is not further defined what “most of the length”means. The descriptor of “ex-
tends from the skin to the bone” is a bit challenging for this reader to interpret. Elsewhere in
the paper they use the phrase “involves all tissue planes,”which seems to be a bit more spe-
cific, although it is not clear how the clinician is to make this determination. Their definition
does not exclude much greater involvement than a limb, as would be seen in MCMVM, so
if this definition were used literally, many individuals with MCMVM would also meet the
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criteria for “Bockenheimer disease,” which I suspect was not intended. The minor point
would be that this definition might warrant more specificity. But the larger issue is that
“Bockenheimer disease” appears to be an anatomically limited, mosaic form of MCMVM,
much the same as segmental neurofibromatosis is an anatomically limited, mosaic form of
neurofibromatosis. The question is whether the claim that Bockenheimer disease is a distinct
entity can survive scrutiny—does that termdescribe a “unitary anddistinct diagnostic entity”?

In contrast, Sheppard et al. take the opposite approach with CVMS. In their discussion,
the finding of mosaic PIK3CA variants in these individuals leads them to “… propose that
CVMS be recognized as part of the PIK3CA-related overgrowth spectrum.” This proposal
is readily justifiable and consistent with an established body of evidence that the phenotypic
range associated with mosaic gain-of-function variants of PIK3CA is broad and continuous,
with little to suggest boundaries to distinguish entities that were historically delineated by
clinical attributes (CLOVES, Klippel–Trenaunay, fibroadipose overgrowth, hemihyperplasia
with multiple lipomatosis, isolated lymphatic malformation, CLAPO, macrodactyly, and oro-
facial overgrowth with peripheral nerve enlargement and perineuriomatous pseudo-onion
bulb proliferations, etc.) (Lindhurst et al. 2012; Rios et al. 2013; Keppler-Noreuil et al.
2014; Vahidnezhad et al. 2016; Rodriguez-Laguna et al. 2018; Koutlas et al. 2020).

It is necessary to reconcile continuously variable biologic phenomenawith the clinical im-
perative to have diagnostic categories. It is also essential to reconcile phenotypic diagnostic
taxonomy with molecular taxonomy—the latter being a critical motivation for the creation of
this journal and the topic of a National Research Council report entitled “Toward Precision
Medicine: Building a Knowledge Network for Biomedical Research and a New Taxonomy
of Disease” (Institute of Medicine 2011). The challenge is that it is essential to rationally or-
ganize and describe diseases—the question is how. A recent proposal has been made to in-
tegrate the molecular etiology of a disorder with a phenotypic descriptor—the dyadic
approach (Biesecker et al. 2021), which has been slightly but importantlymodified for mosaic
disorders (Sapp et al. 2019). In this approach, the germline disorder of venous anomalies as-
sociated with TEK variants would be described as “TEK-related multiple cutaneous and mu-
cosal venous malformations.”

In this scheme there are two components to the description of an entity—etiology and
phenotype—and it is proposed that a unitary and distinct diagnostic entity is described by
these two attributes. This seems simple, but it is significant because it is saying that that is
a single diagnostic entity and that any other dyadic descriptor is a distinct diagnostic entity.
The gene half of this scheme is the easy part; the phenotype is much harder. Then, there is
mosaicism, which makes categorical diagnoses more challenging. As noted above, the bio-
logic variation represented bymosaicism is continuous and practically infinite; every affected
individual likely has a unique distribution of the variant within their tissues. First, it is critical to
recognize that if it exists at all, the attributes of “Bockenheimer disease” specified by
Sudduth et al. are not a disease at all, but rather a phenotype. The interesting question is
whether there is a phenotypic continuum that encompasses “multiple cutaneous and muco-
sal venous malformations” and “Bockenheimer disease” or are they discontinuous? The as-
sumption must be that it is continuous—I cannot conceive of a mechanism that would
produce discontinuity for a mosaic disorder. If the variation is continuous, how can
Bockenheimer be distinct? The answer is paradoxical—which is that of course, it cannot,
but it does not matter in the end because in fact all such descriptors are heuristics and diag-
nostic categories are always, to a degree, arbitrarily defined. But defined they must be
because if one defines a category, it must have boundaries. Sudduth et al. may want to con-
sider amore precise definition of this phenotypic entity such that we can use a descriptor like
TEK-related Bockenheimer disease.

We did this recently for Proteus syndrome (Sapp et al. 2019), a disorder associated with
AKT1 mosaic variants that suffers from the same challenges as do mosaic phenotypes
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associated with TEK. In this scheme, we created a semiquantitative scoring metric for the
manifestations of Proteus syndrome and then set boundaries for the diagnosis of AKT1-re-
lated Proteus syndrome and of AKT1-related mosaic overgrowth (the category for the less
significantly affected individuals) and for the phenotypic designation of Proteus syndrome
(the descriptor for individuals without a DNA diagnostic result). In this way, we have param-
eterized what the Proteus syndrome is phenotypically and coupled that to the molecular eti-
ologic descriptor.

Diagnostic labels, descriptors, and schema are as complex and frustrating as they are es-
sential. It will take a good deal of work to sort out all of these issues and get to a point where
all individuals can have a diagnostic descriptor that is rational, reflects biologic reality, and
serves the needs of both patients and clinicians to practice precision health. The fundamen-
tal problem is that diagnoses are categorical and all biologic variation is continuous.
Nowhere is this more obvious than in mosaic disorders. An individual with one cell harboring
a variant, an individual with all but one cell harboring that variant, and every degree in be-
tween those two hypothetical extremes are all mosaic for the same variant. Yet, it is doubtful
a clinician would conclude that they all have the same condition. Our diagnostic approach
must reconcile the continuous variation thatMother Nature presents to us with the pragmatic
realities of clinical diagnosis. This is what is so exciting and challenging about mosaic disor-
ders—they cause us to reexamine some of our simplistic assumptions to create amore robust
taxonomy of human disease.
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